CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents about the conclusion and suggestion from the result of research finding.

Conclusion

Based on the research finding and conclusion in previous chapter can be concluded that; the students are not know it well about procedure text, still confused about using of procedure text, difficult to made right procedure based on the sequence and the last limited vocabulary. Actually, before the test distributed to them it do demonstrative to help them to prediction the content of test. However, it is still difficult for students of SMP Negeri 2 Telaga.

Second, the students’ ability in writing procedure text by using demonstrative method at class I bangunan 2 is has various category. It is can be showed that are 4 students could be classified into category excellent, 6 students could be classified into category good, 7 students could be classified into category enough, and 3 students could be classified into category bad.

Consequently, the students’ ability in writing procedure text is can be categorized into category enough with percentage 55.83%.

Suggestion

Based on the students result, I would like to give some suggestion, they are:

1) The students must paid attention when the teachers give the material.
2) The students should know about using of procedure text in practice English. Actually, procedure text is always happen in our daily live, because of it the students should do practice about using of procedure text not only in learning process, but also when they do activities. Hence, the students can remember and easy to understand about using of procedure text, especially in learning English.

3) The teachers must attention the students’ ability and have new strategy when teaching, especially in learning English

4) The teacher should be able guide the students to mastering all of the material.

5) The teacher should give motivation to the students to study hard.

6) The teacher should give task for students to memorize about vocabulary from 5 until 10 vocabularies for everyday.

7) For the next researcher hopefully has a new strategy to achieve in categorize excellent and can give new inspiration.
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